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Stay more private online  
with a few clicks.
Want to help prevent tracking without 
disrupting your browsing experience or 
slowing you down? 

Meet Norton AntiTrack. To help you evade 
tracking and fingerprinting attempts, it 
masks your identity providing you greater 
privacy as you browse and explore online. 
It will even help you say goodbye to those 
pesky ads that follow you around.



Minimise your digital footprint while you browse the web.

System Requirements

No one can prevent all cybercrime or identity theft.  
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Keep your online activities more private
Norton AntiTrack helps disguise your digital footprint to prevent websites from tracking and 
profiling you, allowing you to browse more privately.

Increase privacy beyond private browsing or VPNs
Norton AntiTrack goes beyond private browsing or VPNs, helping prevent companies from  
profiling you in ways that other tools don’t.

See who is trying to track you
We show you which websites are potentially trying to track you and how we help protect  
your privacy.

Browse without interruption
While other privacy tools may break websites or trigger annoying warnings, Norton AntiTrack is 
designed to let you seamlessly browse without disruption or sacrificing speed.

Features

 Norton AntiTrack is now available for Windows® PC and macOS.
Windows™ Operating Systems
• Microsoft Windows 10 (all versions except Windows 10 

in S mode, and Windows 10 with ARM processors)
• Microsoft Windows 11 (all versions except Windows 11 

in S mode, and Windows 11 with ARM processors)

Mac® Operating Systems
macOS 11.x (Big Sur) or later

Web Browsers
• Browsers supported on Windows: Chrome, Firefox, 

Microsoft Edge version 88 or later
• Browsers supported on macOS: Safari 14 or later


